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The SGAADVR form allows a student to be associated with an unlimited
number of advisors for an effective term range. Multiple advisors may be
designated for any student. A general learner record must exist in order to
attach an advisor to a student.
1. Go to SGAADVR

2. Enter the student’s Banner ID number.
3. Your cursor will automatically move to the Term field. Enter the effective term (e.g.
200980) of the change.
 This is either the term a new advisor is being added or the effective term of a
change that is being made to the student’s record.
4. Next block to the Advisor Information block.
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5. Enter the Banner ID of the advisor you are going to attach to the student. Once the
Banner ID is entered the Advisor name will be brought into context automatically.

6. Your cursor will automatically move to the Advisor Type field.
7. For the available options of Advisor types, click on the drop down arrow (LOV
button).
8. Choose the appropriate Advisor type and click ok.
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9. The primary indicator must be checked. If you attempt to save without the indicator
being checked you will receive an error message.

Primary
Indicator

10. Click on the Save icon  in the upper left-hand corner.
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Search for an advisor if you do not know their Banner ID –

1. Enter the student’s Banner ID number.
2. Your cursor will automatically move to the Term field. Enter the effective term (e.g.
200980) of the change.
 This is either the term a new advisor is being added or the effective term of a
change that is being made to the student’s record.
3. Next block to the Advisor Information block.
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4. Click on the ID drop down arrow (LUV button) to search for an advisor.
5. This will bring you to SIAIQRY – Faculty/Advisor Query form.
Leave
checked

6. In the key block leave the Advisor checkmark there.
7. Next block
8. Your cursor will be in the ID field.
9. Tab to the Last Name field.
10. Enter the last name of the advisor you are looking for.
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11. To narrow the search, tab to the First Name field and enter the first name of the
advisor.
12. To execute the query, press keystroke F8 or click on the Enter Query icon
top of the page.

at the

13. This will bring you any individual who is marked as an advisor on the SIAINST form
for the effective term you entered on the SGAADVR form.
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14. Determine which is the advisor that is to be attached to the student and click on the



in the upper left hand of the form). This will back
Select icon (the RED letter icon
walk the advisor to the SGAADVR form.

All university employees who have been given access to FlashFAST (SSB
self service) to be able to perform their job are classified in Banner as
“Advisors”. This is the only process we have to allow the university
community access to student information. Please be very careful who you
choose to be a student’s advisor.

15. Complete the form by adding the advisor type and the primary indicator and save.
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To add an additional advisor –
1. Tab to the Term field and enter the effective term of the addition of the second
advisor.
2. Next block.
3. Arrow down to the first available advisor field.
4. Enter the Banner ID of the advisor you are going to attach to the student in the ID
field or search for the advisor by clicking on the LOV button. Once the Banner ID is
entered the Advisor name will be brought into context automatically.
5. Enter the Advisor Type.
6. Only one advisor can be the primary. If needed, change the primary indicator to the
new primary advisor.
7. Save after all transactions are complete.
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To change an advisor – same term
This example is changing an advisor in the same term that the original advisor was
assigned. Original advisor was assigned 200980.
1. Tab to the Term field and enter the effective term of the change (200980).
2. Next block.
3. Tab to the advisor that is already assigned to the student.
4. Click on the Record Remove
the Record drop down.

icon in the toolbar or click on Record Remove in

5. Enter the Banner ID of the advisor you are going to attach to the student in the ID
field or search for the advisor by clicking on the LOV button. Once the Banner ID is
entered the Advisor name will be brought into context automatically.
6. Enter the Advisor Type.
7. Add the Primary Indicator checkmark.
8. Save after all transactions are complete. You should receive a message that “2
records applied and saved”.
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To change an advisor – future term
This example is changing an advisor for a future term (201010). Original advisor was
assigned 200980.
1. Tab to the Term field and enter the effective term of the change (201010).
2. Next block.
3. Click on the Record Duplicate in the Record drop down.

4. Your cursor will be in the ID field.
5. Click on the Record Remove
the drop down.

icon in the toolbar or click on Record Remove in

6. Enter the Banner ID of the advisor you are going to attach to the student in the ID
field or search for the advisor by clicking on the LOV button. Once the Banner ID is
entered the Advisor name will be brought into context automatically.
7. Enter the Advisor Type.
8. Add the Primary Indicator checkmark.
9. Save after all transactions are complete. You should receive the message that 2
records applied and saved.
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To delete an advisor when there is more than one –
1. Tab to the Term field and enter the effective term of the delete.
2. If the change is for the same term the original advisor was assigned, next block.
3. If the change is for a future term, click on the Record Duplicate in the Record drop
down.

4. Your cursor will be in the ID field or arrow down to the advisor that is to be deleted.
5. Click on the Record Remove
the drop down.

icon in the toolbar or click on Record Remove in

6. If the primary advisor is being deleted, the advisor that is left needs to be marked as
the primary advisor.
7. Click on the Save icon to save your transactions.
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To delete an advisor when there is only one –
1. Tab to the Term field and enter the effective term of the delete.
2. If the change if for the same term the original advisor was assigned, next block.
3. If the change is for a future term, click on the Record Duplicate in the Record drop
down.

4. Your cursor will be in the ID field or arrow down to the advisor that is to be deleted.
5. Click on the Record Remove
the drop down.

icon in the toolbar or click on Record Remove in

6. Click on the Save icon. You should receive the message that “2 records applied and
saved.
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